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APPENDICES

Appendix A, Summary of the Phonemic Analysis as it Relates

to the Orthography Used : Segments in contrast

and description of these segments.

!• Consonants (In the following charts the phonemes are
given in orthographic transcription .

)
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b. Level Pitch Is not marlced.

Phonetically we have also to distinguish between high and
low pitch. This Is however conditioned by the vowel quality
as follows: Breathy vowels always have low pitch, and
clear vowels In the corresponding position always have high
pitch. But within each of these two categories we have a
phonemic contrast between level pitch and contour pitch.
These features, however, are not a characteristic of the
syllable, but of the morpheme. In morphemes with Initial
breathy syllables we have low level pitch contrasting with
a low-rlsing-falllng contour. Phonemically the contour Is

marlced with /'/ before the morpheme; level Is not marked.

Examples:
" cuhwa " [ tsuhwo ] 'cooking'

" 'cuhwa " [tsjjjrtf^] 'distributing'

In morphemes with initial clear syllables we have high
level pitch contrasting with an extra-hlgh-failing contour.
Phonemically the contour is marked with /'/ before the

morpheme; level is not marked.

Examples:
" aale " [aaTe] 'rupie (piece of money)'

" 'aale " [aale] 'younger brother'

c. Affixes

Breathy affixes are tonic, that Is, they manifest a constant
low pitch throughout their distribution. For the clear
affixes, there are two categories: tonic and atonic. The

clear contour affixes are tonic. They manifest a constant
high-falling pitch contour throughout their distribution
and are therefore marked with '"'' as contour affixes.
The clear level affixes are atonic. Their pitch Is

conditioned by the nature of the stem to which they are

affixed, as follows:

After a high-level stem the pitch of the atonic affix Is

high.

After a low-level stem the pitch of the atonic affix Is low.

With contour stem, the pitch contour of the stem spreads

over to the atonic affix.

Examples:
" to-wa " [to^3] 'needing'

" toh-wa "
[ toh-wo ] 'meeting'

" 'toh-wa " [tolj/-^ri>3 'exchanging'

" 'Tow-wa " [fo^o] 'roasting'
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Appendix B. Punctuation

In this text punctuation marks have been used to symbolize
different intonation patterns. Besides the traditional
punctuation marks some additional signs had to be Introduced
In order to cover the different patterns. The following Is
a list of the symbols used, accompanied by a brief descrlptloi
of their phonetic realisation.

"
.

^ Pull stop Is preceded by a general down-drift In the
post margin of the utterance and a low relaxed pitch
drop on the last syllable of the utterance. This dro]
Is followed by an intonation break of varying length.

This Intonation mark Is preceded by a general down-
drift In the post margin of the utterance. The last
syllable starts with a heavy Intonatlonal stress.
The intensity fades away very quickly and at the same
time the pitch also drops quickly.
(Intonatlonal stress is realized as a pitch upstep
and general Intensity on the stressed syllable.)

" .) " This intonation mark is preceded only by a very sllghi
down-drift in the post margin of the utterance. The
last syllable fades away slowly on level pitch. Ther<
is no stress and no dropping of pitch, but a slow
decrescendo on the last syllable.
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" This Intonation mark is preceded by down-drift In the
post margin; the last syllable is lightly stressed
and fading away quickly on level pitch.

"
;

" Semicolon equals a poised full stop; It is not a low
relaxed drop on the last syllable, but it has a low
sustained pitch, ending up sometimes in a slight rise.

The utterance ends with a final heavy stress on the
last syllable and a slow expressive fall from high
to very low pitch and a final sharp decrescendo.

" ? ** Per questions containing a question word or a questloi:
morpheme, the question mark is put at the beginning of
the utterance, not at the end. It signals a heavy
intonatlonal stress on the first syllable of the
question word (upstep In pitch and Intensity) and a
less heavier stress on the question morpheme. These
(questions can end up with various Intonation patterns:
),•),., etc

«

"?••?" Less frequent are questions which contain no question
word or question morpheme. These have distinct
question intonation: The post margin has a general
up-drlf t and the last syllable carries a heavy
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Intonational stress with a quick high rise in pitch
folloired by a sharp short fall. In the text these
questions are preceded and followed by a question
mark*

"f! m" Direct speech is put between double quotation marks.

" / " Slash represents the unexpected cutting off of an
utterance, level pitch on the last syllable, cut off
sharply with glottal stop or laryngalization. It may
occur in the middle of an utterance or at the end.

"..•'* Unfinished sentence, even decrescendo on the last
syllable, no fall or rise in pitch.

'*
,

" The comma signals an intonation break within the
utterance. The last syllable before the comma has
some stress and a rise and fall in pitch.

" * " The asterisk signals a very small intonation break
within the utterance; sometimes it is manifested
merely by extra length on the last syllable, which
may or may not be accompanied by a very quick short
upglide in pitch.

" = •• The last syllable before the equal sign is loud and
lengthened, with level pitch and crescendo. This
intonation is used in ennumerations.

" - " Dash signals hesitation pauses within an utterance.

" + " Some sounds are followed by a plus sign. This can
occur within or at the end of a word. It signals that
the preceding sound (vowel or voiced consonant) is
very high and long. If the preceding sound is a
voiceless consonant, it is lengthened. This intonation
feature indicates a special degree of emphasis.

Some intonation features affect all the elements of a longer
part of speech. In these cases the affected part of speech
is put between slashes and the letters before the initial
slash indicate the nature of the following intonation pattern.

(wh/ / Whispering

(gl/ / Giggling

(1/ / Laughter

(sh/ / Shouting, loud and rough, but not angry

(ex/ / Exageration, the up- and down-steps
of the intonation are usually great and
the voice is loud.
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(don't stop me/.../ change to an unusually high key, voice
fairly soft, very quickly spoken. This
intonation tells the hearer that the
speaker does not want to be interrupted.
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